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January Program –
Carla O’Connor, AWS-DF/NWS
Interviewed by Kay Barnes
This past September, I had
the privilege of spending
several hours with Carla
O’Connor in her wonderful
studio in Gig Harbor. I had a
list of questions for her in case
I got stuck, but found the
conversation flowed
effortlessly. Carla is a gracious
person who put me
completely at ease. She was
seemingly unaware I was
awestruck by her work. With
her open manner and
generosity of information, I soon forgot the list and we just
chatted like two friends over coffee.
One of the reasons we are so fortunate to have her as a
guest presenter at our NWWS January meeting is that she
spent three years clearing her calendar to work on a group of
12-15 oversize paintings that are very personal expressions. I
saw some of this group of paintings and they are magnificent! Not having workshops booked all year has freed her up
to work her at home and be available for all of us. Check her
web site for her 2014 workshop schedule, she will be
teaching soon.
Some of the notes I came away with involved her lifelong
love of art, but she also loves theater, travel, eating well, and
animals.
I asked her what makes a work of art wonderful and she
said “Communication. Art connects with the viewer so that
they can see the world through the artist eyes.”
When asked, “How has teaching affected your own
journey?” She answered enthusiastically, “Tremendously! It
has empowered me!”
Continued on page 4

February Program
Che Lopez and the
Open Entries Slide Show
Che Lopez will
demonstrate his unique
watercolor technique at
our February meeting
Here are his comments.
People sometimes
ask me what is my
earliest memory. I used
to stay in during recess
and draw comics and
create characters. Later,
in high school, I met
my mentor that would
show me watercolor for
the first time.
I remember it was a game day, I played football in those
days, I had my jersey on and
she began to paint in
watercolor. My mouth
dropped I never knew
you could do that. I fell in
love with the mediums
instantly. I later spent some
time with her learning how to
use the medium. I stuck with
watercolor all the way
through college. Over the
following years I kept with
watercolor, and also dabbled
in other medium such as
acrylic, oils and pastels but I
always came back to
watercolor.

Upcoming Membership Meetings
January 28, Carla O’Conner • February 25, Che Lopez
St. Andrew’s Lutheran Church • 6:45 Social Hour • 7:15 Meeting

Continued on page 4
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Over the last 15 years I have read
and saved many articles penned by
successful artists – “8 Essential Painting
Tips”, “Creating Better Compositions“,
“25 Tips for Painting Loose Watercolors”,
“Marketing Tools for Artists” – the list
goes on and on. I certainly don’t
remember everything I’ve read, but
some painting “tips” repeated often
have resonated with me more than
others.
When I was preparing my
“Watercolor for the Absolute Beginner”
course given at Daniel Smith, I culled
information from some of these sources
and created written lists for my students
that they could refer to whenever they
needed reminders of what we had
discussed in class. My lists cover topics
from painting in general to the best salt
to use to produce the specific effect you
want in your painting.
Below is my approach-to-paintingin-general list of suggestions I compiled
and find beneficial to consider before
beginning any new work. To many of
you, some of these ideas are deeply
ingrained already, but I’d like to share
them with you because I don’t think
they can be repeated often enough:
1. Choose subjects that attract you
and will remain compelling throughout
the painting process.
2. Don’t set yourself up for
disappointment with rigid expectations.
Keep your energy upbeat and selfencouraging.
3. Plan your painting strategy before

you begin – think composition,
elements of design, contrast, values,
colors, timing of paint application,
techniques used, etc.
4. Choose a color palette to
enhance your subject – use color’s
power and symbolism for emotional
impact.
5. Use as few colors as possible to
interpret your subject.
6. Do value sketches to “weed out”
the nonessential and define shapes.
7. When you do your drawing, think
shapes, not objects.
8. In general, paint from large
shapes to small, from loose to tight.
9. Use the largest brush possible for
the size of the shape being painted.
10. Plan your edges – try to
incorporate soft, hard and lost edges.
11. Pick up, angle or tilt your painting
surface to take advantage of gravity.
12. Don’t overload on gimmicky
effects – less is usually better.
13. Be willing to think of accidents as
happy accidents.
14. Remember… it’s just a piece of
paper. Play and have fun.
15. Practice doesn’t necessarily make
perfect – what is perfection in art
anyway? – but practice builds the
confidence necessary to paint with
abandon.
16. Paint with abandon!
This list is certainly not a list of hard
and fast rules that need to be followed…
and we all know successful artists who
don’t follow many of them at all. But I
have found it useful in helping me
focus, plan my paintings, and end up
with art I am happy with. Hope you find
it helpful, too!
Molly Murrah

Jeffrey Waters Hot Press Editor
Hot Press’s original editor is back
after a year of serving as our
NWWS President. Charlene will
stay on as feature editor. Please
send all submissions to Jeff Waters
at jeffrey.waters@comcast.net.

Editorial

Sennelier –
Since 1887
At a Vendor’s Fair at the
Daniel Smith store in Seattle,
I met Zach Lawson of Savoir
Faire, the exclusive
distributor of Sennelier
products in the United
States. He also represents
Fabriano. I mentioned that I
didn’t know anything about
Sennelier or their products
and had limited experience
with Fabriano papers. He
said he would send me a
“sample or two”.
That turned out to be a
large carton of the products
he represents. I was stunned
by his generosity! In addition
to packages of watercolor
paper in Traditional White
and Extra White. He also sent
samples of l’Aquarelle
watercolors, charcoal
pencils, several beautiful
brushes including Raphael
Martre Kolinsky Sables, a
beautiful travel kit with its
own sable brush, and the
greatest treasure of all – a
book.
Initially, I set the book
aside as a promotional piece.
I later picked it up, feeling
obligated to at least glance at
it. I spent the next two days
immersed in this beautiful
tome. It is now one of my
most treasured volumes. The
History of Sennelier in Paris
is immersion in the
Impressionist movement at
the turn of the twentieth

century. Customers included
all of the great names and
the book is full of anecdotes
of these artists and their
requests for specialized
products that became today’s
art supplies. Sennelier’s great
genius has been their
enthusiasm for innovation at
the request of the artist.
Degas requested pastels
in browns for the skin tones
of his dancers. They didn’t
exist. Sennelier created
nearly twenty for him.
Sennelier invented oil
pastels. Picasso couldn’t find
a blue he liked. Sennelier
made his now famous blue to
his specifications and he
returned every spring to
resupply.

Jeff Waters– Daniel Smith on Arches

Jeff Waters– Sennelier on Fabriano

The little store at 3 Quai
Voltaire, Paris became the
center of the art world. It
may still be.
I promised Zach I would
review the products he sent.
Here is my assessment:
Colors. The paints are
wonderful. The inclusion of
honey in the chemistry gives
them a marvelous
smoothness of flow on the
paper. The colors are bright
and clean. Coverage is
excellent.
Every paint maker has
one or two signature colors.
Holbein has Opera and
Lavender. Sennelier has
Chinese Orange. Created at
the request of Chinese
artists, it is closest to Daniel

Smith’s Quinacridone Burnt
Scarlet.
Here are two paintings
one is Daniel Smith on
Arches, the other is Sennelier
on Fabriano.
Brushes – The Raphael
sable brushes have a
distinctive, orange handle tip
that makes them easy to
locate on the painting table –
a small thing, perhaps, but
you will learn to love it. I find
them softer than other
sables. That is not a negative
but does take a little
acclimation. They point
beautifully.
Zach included a
Softacryl - ¾ inch soft flat
with a short handle. It is very
soft with fine hairs and lays a
wonderful wash. The sharp
corners work well to float a

wash around objects you
wish to remain white. I
believe its original purpose
was to lay varnish.
Paper – The Fabriano
paper covers beautifully but
is softer and will not take the
abuse that Arches will. When
I made this comment to
Zach, he came back with lab
reports refuting this. My
experience is contrary.
I do like the Extra White
for my style of painting
which emphasizes the
reserved white subject
matter.
You should know that I
am using all of these supplies
in the classes I teach. They
are being shared.
Thank you, Zach.
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JANUARY PROGRAM
Continued from page 1

I asked her if she had it to do again,
would she do anything differently. She
replied, “Nothing” but in the next ten
years she sees the future as “different,
scary and exciting.”
When asked about the mixed media
she uses to create her paintings that
include gesso, gouache, clayboard
panels, illustration boards and a gold
gesso she had Daniel Smith make at her
request, she told me, “Certain
procedures don’t call us, we call them.”

composition or interesting vantage
point, third technical expertise, but
especially if it “takes your breath away!”
To choose an award winner, she said,
“The cream always rises to the top.”
Finally, I asked Carla, “What is your
definition of success?” She said without
batting an eye, “Tenacity! Be the last
one left standing!”

FEBRUARY PROGRAM
Continued from page 1

I’ve been teaching watercolor at
the Kirkland Arts Center since 2009 and
regularly demonstrate and teach
workshops at Daniel Smith and around
the Northwest for local societies and
organizations. Mainly teaching how to
use Watercolor Sticks. I’m a member of
the American Watercolor Society and
a Signature Member of the Northwest
Watercolor Society. Most days you can
find me at home in the studio with my
little champ Milagros.
We will also view the entries for the
Open Show.

Letters
Hi Jeff,

As a juror, what does Carla look for?
What makes a prize winner stand out?
In order, she stated, first original
concept, second thoughtful

I enjoyed your tips about lavender.
Thanks for that. The barns painting is a
winner. The loose foreground is daring,
but just right.
I’ve noticed that lavender is perfect
for the airy spaces between trees where
the woods begin to open up. Must be
the contrast with all the yellow green
leaves. I’m going to get a tube of the
Holbien stuff…

Arts Commission of
Snoqualmie eliminates
fee for annual Plein Air
Paintout.
This year’s event, held August 16
during the city’s Railroad Days
celebration will be free to all
registering artists. The winning
painting will become the poster for
the following year. The selection
will be made by the Arts
Commission at the reception held
at the Black Dog restaurant,
immediately following the event.
Registration can be made in
advance using the form to be
published in Hot Press or at the
Gazebo in Railroad Park the day of
the Paintout.

Tom Hoffmann

The Northwest Watercolor Foundation is a nonprofit arm of the
Northwest Watercolor Society. One of the purposes of the Foundation
is to foster the love of art in young people. The Foundation awards
small grants up to $50 per person for reimbursement of supplies for
art programs paid by teachers in the area schools.
Pass the word on about this program to a school or teacher near
you. There is a $200 per school annual limit. The awards are made at the discretion of the
Foundation board from the applications received. Visit the NWWS website for more information or
contact Charlene Burley charnabe@aol.com.
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Member News
Harold Walkup’s painting, Full Circle,
was awarded the grand prize in the
International Artist magazine
competition. The painting and a twopage article will be featured in the
December 2013/January 2014 copy of
the magazine. Part of this award is a
four-page article with additional
paintings that will be featured in
American Art Collector magazine.

Preview of upcoming
NWWS Programs
published in the new series by North
Light, Acrylicworks. The Best of Acrylic
painting. Her technique book Painting
Life with Life (people and animals) will
be released in March. 164 pages.
Printed by CreativeArtPress. To preorder go to www.chrisunwin.net. The
first five hundred will be autographed.

Congratulations to our
newest signature
members:
Winnie Givot, Linda
M. Spearman, Beth
Verheyden and
Vickie Nelson

Chris Beck is the guest columnist
for the Brushing Up feature in the
January/February 2014 issue of The
Artist’s Magazine. In addition to giving
tips and instructions for using masking
fluid, the article includes stepped out
examples of using masking fluid to
create three paintings.
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Kris Preslan’s – painting The Old
Indian will be included in North Light
publication, Splash: Twenty Years of
Contemporary Watercolor Excellence.
Bev Jozwiak AWS, NWS, TWSA, WW,
NWWS, had a piece published in the
new Splash retrospective, featuring the
best of the best from the popular book
series. She also has two paintings being
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January 28, 2014 - We will be
delighted to host a demonstration
by Carla O’Connor, a member of
NWWS, a longtime resident of Gig
harbor and a renowned international workshop instructor and
remarkable watermedia artist!
February 25, 2014 - We will
enjoy the NWWS annual entries
slide show. All of the images
submitted to the juror will be
shown to the membership. It is
always fascinating to see the
entries as a whole just as the juror
does. We will have a short break
and then turn our attention to
vendors, door prizes and new
product demonstrations by the
local art suppliers.
March 25, 2014 - Our own Ron
Stocke, a terrific painter of
cityscapes and teacher in the
international watercolor arena.
His clean, fresh, and rather loose
applications are masterful! We
have an exciting opportunity to
watch this amazing artist in
action.
April 22, 2014 - We have the
NWWS Annual Open Show Juror
Donna Zagotta; Donna is an
internationally known and
respected instructor and
watercolor artist who will do a
demonstration, as well as a
weeklong workshop sponsored by
NWWS.
May 27, 2014 - an artist from
Wenatchee, WA will round out our
year with a program that all artists
can really relate to as an absolute
essential! Anna Rodell, who
teaches at college level in eastern
Washington, will present a lecture
and demonstration focusing on
the Elements of Design and
Effective Use of Color in your
work.
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Opportunities
Arc Gallery, 1246 Folsom St, San
Francisco 94103 - open call for all artists
who have found themselves deeply
moved, enraptured, bemused or
inspired by the music of Tom Waits.
Deadline: February 23, 2014. Sculpture,
painting, drawing, photo, printmaking,
ceramics, assemblage, collage, mixed
media, fiber art, artist book. Juror:
Andrea Schwartz of Andrea Schwartz
Gallery in San Francisco, CA.
www.asgallery.com. Exhibition dates:
May 3, 2014 -June 21, 2014. Submission
deadline: February 23, 2014.
ArcGallerySf@gmail.com.

Tom Hoffmann– Entrada

Tom Hoffmann – Oaxaca, Mexico
Seven days, March 23-29. Plein air
watercolor and photography for
painters. Volcano National Park,
Volcano, Hawaii. Four days, late June
(dates TBA). Plein air watercolor.
Contact tom@hoffmann
watercolors.com for more information.

Catherine Gill – The Ridge Greens

Catherine Gill Studios 2014 Weekend Workshops.
Jan 25/26 – Got Color?
Feb 22/23 – Principle of Ooze.
Mar 29/30 – Got Edges?
These Ballard Studio Workshops are
designed for intermediate level artists
working in watercolor or mixed media
of Ooze. Other media welcome. Cost is
$185, max of 12 participants. Payment
may be made on Website www.
catherinegill.com or by sending check
to studio address. See website for full
schedule. cathe@catheriegill.com
Studio: 1545 NW 49th St, Seattle, WA
98107. 206 465-0491.
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Kathy Collins – Reflections

Kathy Collins Workshop
Learn a technique for
dramatic,
impressionistic
paintings in Kathy
Collins’ upcoming
workshop “Painting
Water and Reflections
in Watercolor,” Sunday,
February 9th, 11-4, at Daniel Smith Art
Supplies, 15112 NE 24th St., Redmond,
WA, $85. To register contact the store at
425-643-1781. Kathy ’s award-winning
paintings have been featured in
Watercolor Artist, American Artist, and
The Artist’s Magazine publications, as
well as the Splash—Best of Watercolor
series. She is a Signature Member of the
Northwest and Montana Watercolor
Societies and Women Painters of
Washington. View her work at
www.kathycollins watercolors.com.

Tom Hoffmann– Little Market

Editor’s note: Tom Hoffmann’s beautiful
book contains a wonderful section on
painting in layers. It may change your
painting process. It has changed mine.

Opportunities
in Fulton, Missouri. Juror of Selection is
Cathy Hegman, AWS, NWS. Juror of
Awards is Lain Stewart, NWS. Fifteen all
cash awards. Best in Show: $1000.00.
Last day to accept entries: January 16,
2014. For prospectus go to the Missouri
Watercolor Society: www. mowsart.com.
laura@laurakingstudio.com.
Draw Civita 2014

Bev Jozwiak

Architectural Sketching Workshop at
NIAUSI’s Civita Institute in Civita di
Bagnoregio, Italy. July 4-10, 2014. Join
award-winning Seattle architectural
illustrator Stephanie Bower this
summer for, Draw Civita, a 5-day
sketching workshop set in this
picturesque Italian hill town north of
Rome. This workshop offers a rare
opportunity to learn perspective
sketching and watercolor skills from an
experienced painter and teacher.
www.stephaniebower.com or email
stbower@comcast.net.
Overlake Hospital Healing Arts
Hanging Opportunity

Vickie Nelson

Bev Jozwiak/Vickie Nelson
Watercolor Workshop
September 15-19, 2014 - Tolovana Inn,
Canon Beach, Oregon. This workshop is
designed to help students at every skill
level. Learn to paint boldly with good
composition, strong values and vivid
color, including luscious greens,
glowing whites and rich blacks. Both
artists will Demo daily. Live, eat and
breathe art at the Tolovana Inn where
the workshop room is available 24
hours a day. $450. www.bevjozwiak
.com and www.vickienelson.com.
vickienelsonstudios@comcast.net.

The next opportunity to participate in
the Healing Arts Program at Overlake
Hospital in Bellevue, WA will be March
2, 2014. The cut-off for entries will be
Feb. 16, 2014. Forms are available
online under exhibitions on our
website. This program is open to all
members, but you must be able to
deliver paintings in person to the site
and pick them up at the end of the four
months displayed. If you have questions
please contact Charlene Burley
charnabe@aol.com.

Stephanie Bower

Silver Brush, manufacturer

of the fabulous Black Velvet™ watercolor
brushes, is preparing two publications –
a product catalog and a specific Black
Velvet™ brochure. If you are an artist
who actively displays and sells your
work, and who uses Black Velvet
brushes to the exclusion of most others,
this offer is for you! Please send hi-res
photos of your work and an endorsement of the Black Velvet series of
brushes you use to Deirdra A. Silver at
brushlady@silver brush.com. If your
images and endorsement are chosen,
your work will be featured in the Silver
Brush printed materials and online
gallery. But best of all, you will be
compensated with $150 worth of
your favorite Black Velvet brushes!

Watercolor Missouri International
Annual Open Exhibition 2014
Watercolor Missouri International is
held in the world famous National
Churchill Museum and Library located
on the campus of Westminster College
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Wiegardt on Watercolor
The Competition
It seems that
in the early years
of the
development of
our craft, the
question is
essentially “How
do we make this
drawing or
painting look like
the subject?”
Much of my time
at the Academy certainly focused on the
discipline of realism, as in extensive life
drawing classes. Fortunately, my
mentor, Irving Shapiro, was quick to
broaden our artistic expression by
encouraging us to consider not only
painting “What is”, but “What could be”.
These simple words have opened up a
huge world of artistic expression on my
part and an appreciation of various

Eric Wiegardt – 3510 Beach Menageriewb

forms of interpretation, past and
present.
However, I have struggled the battle
of confronting thoughts of “What does
the subject really look like?” with “What
does this painting need in
strengthening the design to make it
work, regardless of representation?”
Design preference takes tremendous
discipline to invoke as realism is always
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demanding my attention and therefore
must be subdued.
The best way I know to sidestep the
tyranny of realism is to create from my
own memory as much as possible; the
joy of working only from my mind is
unparalleled. Of course, since I do not
have a photographic memory,
supplementary sketches may be needed
for familiarity of the subject. Photo
references may also be helpful for a
reminder of anatomical information,
but are not driving my painting. The
satisfaction of completely “owning my
painting” and not being driven by an
outside model is very satisfying.
Both plein air painters and those
who use photo references need to be
keenly aware of the tyranny of reality. I
think it should also be stressed that
painting will NEVER be able to copy
reality, as we paint with the limited
properties inherent in paint. We do not
paint with light, if we did, we could then
copy nature. So it is really a futile
question to ask
“How can we paint
what is?” The most
skilled plein air
painters can give a
convincing illusion
of reality by
carefully studying
color harmonies
and value patterns,
but will never be
able to copy it. It is
impossible!
Besides, I feel such
constraints of
realism on our
creative impulses
can damage
creativity. Such a
narrow set of
boundaries should
not be imposed on our thinking.
Painting, by necessity and definition,
demands personal interpretation
through an understanding of the
discipline of design. Everything else is
an attempt at copying and rendering,
but not painting.
The Masters understood this
implicitly. Degas once said “A picture is

first of all a product of the imagination
of the artist; it must never be a copy. If
then two or three natural accents can be
added, obviously no harm can be done.
The air we see in the paintings of the
masters is never the air we breathe.”
The same can be said of
photography. One must be extremely
careful to not compete with it. It is a
pack of lies in value and color.
Photography can be used effectively as
a reference, but do not compete with it!
So why is it such a struggle to keep
thoughts of “what is” out of our thinking
and to rely more on our design sense
and interpretation? Of course, we are
driven by the familiarity of our own
vision, but also, and more egregious, is
how extensively we have allowed our
interpretation of visual reality to be
defined by the media. And we cannot
forget the collectors who are also
affected in the same way and influence
the market negatively.
Fortunately, there are collectors
who do understand what excellent
painting is, and appreciate an artist’s
personal disciplined study of design.
The competition is in us, and never
with the photograph or reality.
Keep your brush wet!
Eric

American Watercolor Society
2012 Gold Medal of Honor
School of Painting
Watercolor Workshops
January – March 2014
1/17-20/14 • Gualala, CA—2/3-7/14, Newton, MA • 2/1014/14, Scottsdale, AZ—2/20-23/14, Seattle, WA—3/10-14,
Walla Walla, WA—3/24/28, Enumclaw, WA

From the Watercolor Store and School of Painting
January Special
Signature
Full Paint Set
& Quill Mop #5
February Special
Connecting Shapes
DVD & Clutch Pen Set
Special Savings every month on Eric’s Website and at
Wiegardt Studio Gallery:
Painting Loosley DVD Series, Instructional DVDs, Art
Supplies, Original Paintings, Giclees Prints & Lithographs

TO CONTACT US:
Box 1114 · Ocean Park, WA 98640

(360) 665-5976
www.ericwiegardt.com
watercolors@ericwiegardt.com

NWWS Paint-out
by Shirley Jordan
How many of our readers have had the privilege of attending a Spring or Fall Paint-out? I had always wanted to go, but,
because I work, didn’t have time. “Maybe next year,” I said to myself. Well, this year I told everyone at the office to, “Figure it
out, I’m going to the fall Paint-out.” Am I ever glad I did! What an absolutely wonderful experience. The fall Paint-Out is
organized by Linda Hulce and Peggy Abby. A big thank you to them for doing such a wonderful job. Kathy Winters organizes
the Spring Paint-out by herself. Everyone is amazed at how easy she makes it look,
For those who have not been, the Paint-out is held on Samish Island, at the Church of Christ Church Camp. There is room
for around 40 artists. The camp has rustic little cabins, which are all brightly painted a different color. For a few more dollars,
there are cabins, which have bathroom facilities. The camp provides 3 meals each day for the painters, and the food is
excellent. Meals are included in the cost of the Paint-out.

Colorful little rustic cabins. Painting maybe?

The artists come to paint, and they are serious about that.
There are so many wonderful sights to paint – the ocean is
right across the street, the camp has a large lake and
everywhere you look, there is something to paint. There are
oyster beds nearby, and of course, the tide is always changing.
One thing that is so great about the Paint-out is that
everyone there is working at their own pace, on their own
projects. Some artists are painting with Oils, some are using
acrylics, and some watercolor. There were also some collage
being created, and downstairs larger pieces were in the
works.

Beautiful sunsets.

Bulletin board to display finished artwork.

Nearby oyster beds. Sadly, not for us to sample!

There is a large bulletin board for artists to hang their
finished work. I was told that there is a race to be the first to
hang a painting up. How fun!

In closing I have to say that attending the fall Paint-out
was such a great experience. I made new friends, and reconnected with some old ones. I did some painting, and took
long walks with my camera. One evening Stephanie Bower
spoke to the group about her experience in Europe. Ginger
Baker spoke about her Olympian Grandson. We also had a
visit from a gallery owner in Seattle, and that was very helpful.
Lots of good advice was given.
The Spring Paint-out is coming up soon, and I hope
Kathy Winters, has room for me because I really want to go!!
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Donna Zagotta Workshop
!

April 21-25, 2014
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NWWS 5-DAY WORKSHOP
DATES:
TIME:
LOCATION:
REGISTRATION:
TUITION:
CANCELLATION:

Five days: April 21 – 25, 2014
9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Northlake Unitarian Universalist Church
!
308 4th Avenue South, Kirkland, WA 98033
"#$!%&'()(*!+&,,-.$!
!
!
!
Register NOW!!! Class is limited to 20
$400.00 NWWS Members, $500.00 Non-Members – All payments in US Funds
All cancellations subject to $50.00 fee. If cancellation is received within 35 days
of the workshop, deposit is forfeited unless space can be filled from waiting list.

REGISTRATION FORM
Donna Zagotta

!!•!!!
!!!Northwest

Watercolor Society Workshop, April 21-25, 2014

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________ City, State, Zip ______________________________________________
Phone________________________Email_________________________________________________________
____$400.00 NWWS Member

____ $500 Non-member

$100.00 deposit must accompany any registration form
Balance is due on March 21, 2014. All payments in US Funds.

MAIL TO: NWWS Workshop – P.O. Box 50387 – Bellevue, WA – 98015-0387
Questions? Email: shirleyleejordan@icloud.com or workshops@nwws.org
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!
!

Watercolor Artists of Sonoma County (WASCO)
www.wascoart.org

Presents a Gerald Brommer Workshop
Five (5) Day Workshop with World Renown Watercolor Artist

Gerald Brommer
Watercolor/Collage Workshop
Explores the practical use and implementation of design principles utilizing
watermedia and collage in order to emphasize learning the all-important
design crucial for Award-Winning Art.

When: February 17 – 21, 2014 - Monday-Friday
Time: 9:30 am – 4 pm
Price: $450.00 - $100 down (due now) and final payment of $350.00 due by January 1, 2014

Place: 4-H foundation of Sonoma County, 6445 Commerce Blvd, Rohnert Park, CA
Behind Grocery Outlet 24 Hour Fitness
Contact: Grace Cunningham – 707-938-3326
(Refund less $25.00 only if replacement found)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Make Checks Payable to WASCO,
Mail to: WASCO - Brommer, Post Office Box 269, Windsor, CA
Name:_______________________________________Phone_________________Day/Cell phone__________________
Address________________________________________City____________________________________State_______
Email______________________________________
CHARGE THE WORKSHOP – Only Master Card or Visa

Check One: Visa___Master Card____

Name on Card___________________________________________Card Number______________________________
Expiration Date____________Zip Code ______________Signature__________________________________________

Call Grace Cunningham with Questions - 707-938-3326 – She has all the Answers

Interview with an Artist

Chris Beck, NWS
Chris Beck’s work first caught my attention in the
feature article “Playing in Earnest” in The Artist’s
Magazine (September 2012). Her love of strong
design, patterns and colors is so beautifully
married to her playful subjects. The details in her
paintings add a “wow” factor that is delightful.
I was thrilled to see her watercolor, Hip Hop
Bebop, hanging in the NWWS 73rd Annual Open
last year. And I am giddy to learn that next year
we will both be featured in Splash 15 (Summer
2014). We’re practically sisters!
Well, maybe not... But I do hope to continue to
cross artistic paths with Chris Beck. And you
should as well!
Charlene Collins Freeman
www.charlenecollinsfreeman.com

Tell us a little bit about your background.
I was born and raised in Wisconsin, completed
a bachelor’s degree in the fine art program at
Hip Hop Bebop, 12”x 12” the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and then
worked as a graphic designer for many years.
Along the way, I dabbled in jewelry-making and
also spent about 10 years creating award-winning
art quilts. I returned to painting in 1996, following
a mysterious health crisis the previous year.
In the years since, I have earned my signature in
the National Watercolor Society, the Transparent
Watercolor Society of America, and Watercolor West.
Why did you start painting?
As far back as I can remember, I loved to create
things by hand and my parents were very
supportive, keeping me well-supplied with art
and craft materials.
We had weekly art classes in school starting in
first grade and I continued with daily classes
throughout junior and senior high, taught by
several excellent teachers (and accomplished
artists in their own right). When I got to college, I
was torn between my love of biology and my love
of art.
Art finally won out when I realized I was spending
all my free time doing art and switched majors.
A Shocking Discovery, 12” x 12”
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Chris Beck, NWS
Although I’d done some watercolors in high school, it
wasn’t until I took college classes in watercolor that I
really fell in love with the medium.
Tell me about your process. How much time do you
spend sketching? Do you work from photographs?
Where do your ideas for paintings come from?
I work primarily from photographs, composing them
as I shoot, then manipulating them in Photoshop
to find the best composition or to push color and
contrast in my search for an unusual and striking image.
Matters of light and shadow, color, and my
fascination with intricate details determine my
final choices, but childhood memories are often the
basis of my interest in a subject.
I grew up in the home my grandparents built and
I was surrounded by objects collected over many
years -- from toys to china to household goods. In
addition, my grandmother had a large and beautiful
garden, filled with many heirloom varieties of flowers
and assorted exotic plants.
I suppose it is not unusual to romanticize your
childhood to some degree, but my intent is to bring
a modern sensibility to that by using strong graphic
design and by focussing tightly on things (flowers, old
rusty machinery, silly trinkets) that we often overlook
as we rush about our daily lives.
Old Plow
20” x 15” Tell us a little bit about your working style.

I continue to explore a variety of vintage subjects -from heirloom flowers to antiquated machinery and
silly vintage salt shakers -- in several long-standing
series that stop and start as my interests shift over time.
The majority of my work depends heavily on masking
to preserve highlights or complex shapes surrounded
by other colors, create special effects, and develop
background patterns.
In some cases, I pour paint or use saturated brushes
to mix color on the paper, and I combine these
techniques with direct brushwork for development of
form and for finishing details.
Because much of my work is so detailed, I spend a
lot of time in planning -- probably my favorite part of
the process -- all the fun of designing and dreaming
Disk Harrow #3 without any of the difficulties involved in getting the
15” x 20” paint and paper to cooperate!!
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Chris Beck, NWS

Hollyhocks Too
15” x 15”

Which artists or art movements inspire/
influence you?
Over the years, I have acquired quite a
list of people whose work has inspired
me, from watercolorists like Maurice
Prendergast, Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
and Charles Demuth in the late 19th
and early 20th century to Keith Crown,
Joseph Raffael, Mark Adams, Gary
Bukovnik, Janet Fish, and Carolyn
Brady in the latter half of the 20th
century (and up to the present).
Although she was primarily an oil
painter, Georgia O’Keeffe’s florals had
a large impact on me as well.
Abstract Expressionism still held sway
when I was a student, but I came to
realize when I returned to painting
after a long hiatus that I feel most at
home as a realist. I identify with the
Contemporary Realism movement
because, as I interpret it, it allows for
expression outside of a rigid formula
but the final result is still realistic.
Among my influences over the past 15
years, I especially value Judy Morris,
Jean Grastorf, Roland Roycraft, Jean
Dobie, Jan Kunz, Miles Batt, Sr., and
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Jim Kosvanec for their artistry and
technical expertise. And of course,
there are innumerable inspirations in
the work of my contemporaries -- far
too many to list.
Other than other artists and art
movements, where do you draw your
inspiration/creativeness from?
I find inspiration in patterned fabrics,
in ethnic crafts, in the play of light on
objects, in word play, and from specific
themes or objects. I like to set up
exercises for myself -- perhaps
devising a certain narrative, playing
with puns, solving design puzzles,
creating a special look in a painting,
mimicking other media with technical
tricks, whatever makes it a fun challenge.
Many of the subjects of my most
successful paintings came about
almost by chance. I’d find a photo
I’d taken that suddenly sparked my
interest, or I’d chance upon an object
that I wanted to paint.
As a former quilter, I love fabric
and often develop a painting around a
fabric that catches my eye.

Morning Glorious, 15.5” x 18”

My interest in vintage household goods
-- salt shakers, tablecloths, housewares
-- has been a big source of inspiration
in recent years. I also find I’m more
and more interested in sharing wit and
humor through my work -- especially
in paintings featuring my vintage salt
shakers.
What materials do you use?
I paint primarily on stretched 140 lb.
cold-pressed paper, either Arches
or Winsor-Newton, though I prefer
Winsor-Newton.
I have been using a palette of
primarily Winsor-Newton watercolors,
with a few Holbein colors and a good
selection of Daniel Smith colors, -primarily quinacridones in the earth tones.
My favorite brushes are kolinsky sable
-- quill brushes by Isabey and da Vinci
and standard rounds from da Vinci
and Escoda. I also use Loew-Cornell
synthetic brushes, in particular their
ultra-rounds, when I need to use less
water in an area, and I like the softness
and capacity of squirrel quill brushes
(assorted brands) for color blending
and for glazing large areas.

Interview with an Artist

Chris Beck, NWS
How long does it take to complete a work of art?
My work is very labor-intensive, often requiring
60 hours or more to complete a painting.
Do you sometimes struggle to know when a
painting is finished?
I seldom struggle with knowing when a painting
is finished. My struggles generally take place
somewhere in the middle of it all as I adjust
values and colors to create a dynamic image. However, the small corrections I make to
sharpen the final image can become a trap -at some point I simply have to decide to stop
fine-tuning things.
What makes a painting successful?
The basic principles of design and competent
paint-handling skills are important for any good
painting, but the artist’s passion for the subject is
absolutely critical. Without that, a painting falls
flat. I used to think this was a bit bogus (after
all, you can’t measure passion by any objective
Heirlooms means, as you can design or color) but I’ve
10” x 10” noticed in my own work that when I am passionate
about a subject, it somehow invigorates the
painting and makes it much more appealing.
I think unusual subjects or viewpoints, if handled
well technically, also contribute to success
because they are unexpected and generate a
certain excitement about a painting.
How do you define success?
I measure success on two scales -- one, if I’m
pleased with my own work and feel that I’m
growing as an artist -- and two, if I receive
recognition in the art world I inhabit. Of the two,
receiving recognition is certainly a headier sign
of success, but I feel very strongly that my own
self-evaluation is more important in the long
run.
Are you involved with any art societies?
In my first years back to painting, I was very
involved with our local watercolor society: I
showed in the annual exhibitions and I was in
charge of the group’s booth at a local festival for
Sliced with Salt several years.
6” x 6”
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I was also active in a smaller group
of professional artists, developing an
all-member portfolio/resume book,
doing all the editing and design as
well as the printing; I also served as
president for two years. At this point,
I have enough other obligations that
I no longer take an active role in the
operations of any societies.
What are some of your artistic
accomplishments that you are most
proud?
Over the past five years, I have had the
good fortune to be featured multiple
times in both The Artist’s Magazine and
Watercolor Artist, and my work appears
in Splash 7 and Splash 14 and has been
accepted for Splash 15.
I won the Gold Medal in Watercolor
in the 112th Annual Open Juried
Exhibition of the Catherine Lorillard
Wolfe Art Club and numerous awards
in other exhibitions over the years. My
work was included in the Shanghai
Zhujiajiao International Watercolour
Biennial in 2012.

Chris Beck has an impressive list of exhibitions and publications which
featured her work, including:
Selected exhibitions:
2013
Transparent Watercolor Society of America 37th National Exhibition, Kenosha, WI
Northwest Watercolor Society 73rd Annual Exhibition, Mercer Island, WA
California Watercolor Association 43rd National Exhibition, Pleasanton, CA
2012
Shanghai Zhujiajiao International Watercolour Biennial, Shanghai,
People’s Republic of China
National Watercolor Society 92nd Annual Exhibition, San Pedro, CA
Transparent Watercolor Society of America 36th National Exhibition, Kenosha, WI
2011
National Watercolor Society 91st Annual Exhibition, San Pedro, CA
NEW SIGNATURE MEMBER
TOYS, Annmarie Sculpture Garden and Arts Center, Dowell, MD
The Artist’s Magazine Competition
FINALIST – Still-life
2010
California Statewide Watercolor Exhibit, Triton Museum of Art, Santa Clara, CA
HONORABLE MENTION
2009
Watercolor Artist magazine’s 2009 Watermedia Showcase Competition
HONORABLE MENTION
Transparent Watercolor Society of America 33rd National Exhibition, Kenosha, WI

Do you offer workshops?
Yes, I resumed teaching workshops
in the past year. I teach design, color,
and painting techniques. For more
information please visit my website at
www.chrisbeckstudio.com.

The Artist’s Magazine 2009 Online Competition
HONORABLE MENTION
Publications:
Splash 15 – Creative Solutions (North Light Books, Summer, 2014)
Splash 14 – Light and Color (2013)
Splash 7 – A Celebration of Light (2002)
Her work is featured on the cover of Best of America Watermedia II by Kennedy
Publishing (September 2010), and also on the cover of The Mouse Project by Steve
Worthington (October 2010).
Chris Beck’s watercolors were the subject of two feature articles -- “Playing in
Earnest” in the The Artist’s Magazine (September 2012), and “Adventures in the
Ordinary” in Watercolor Artist magazine (August 2009). She has been included
in several other articles in The Artist’s Magazine. In addition, The Artist’s
Magazine featured Chris in the “Competition Spotlight” (June 2009) and as Artist
of the Month on their website in January, 2008.

Snail Mail
6” x 6”
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In December 2008, she created Brush-Paper-Water, a watercolor showcase blog
featuring watercolorists working in a variety of styles and techniques; she curated and edited the site, posting 66 bi-weekly features between 2008 and mid-2011.
The blog is now inactive but continues to serve as a resource for watercolorists.
http://chrisbeckstudio.blogspot.com
Interview with Chris Beck, NWS
by Charlene Collins Freeman
www.charlenecollinsfreeman.com

A Brush with Art
Northwest Watercolor Society
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